
Ref: AISV-2nd WR-11th to 16th April 2022

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 11th
April, 2022 to 16th April,2022.

Pre Primary Section

ASSEMBLY TIME

God’s Love!
Sanskrit Shlok - Twamev Mata Cha Pita Twamev
Affirmation
Birthday Celebration
Announcements
School Anthem

NURSERY

RHYMES &
ORALS

Little ones enjoyed the rhyme session with musical
Tambourine & action - Look, it’s Me & Twinkle
Twinkle little star.

FREE PLAY Kids swayed and swirled doing Freeze Dance.

PRE WRITING
SKILLS

Rising stars scribbled on Glass board and on Green wall.

STORY/CRAFT
TIME

Tiny tots enjoyed the visual learning session - The
Story time, The Rabbit and the Tortoise with puppets
and also the video of the same was shown. Kids loved
scribbling in their book on Pg no-4 with colorful cryones.

PRE MATH Little ones enjoyed counting 1,2,3 with fingers and virtually
saw the rhyme 1,2 Buckle my shoe.

PICTURE TALK Kids enjoyed watching pictures of Rose, Heart, Whale,
Cloud, Waves etc.



ALPHA/PHONICS Shining star enjoyed phonic song of A, B, C and A, B, C
Rhymes virtually.

OBSERVE &
DISCUSS
THEME

Theme based discussion was done wherein the pictures
were shown and Shining stars had to answer - Which
colour is this?

HEAD OVER
HEELS

Kids had fun dancing with teachers on the song ( Head,
Shoulder, Knees and Toes.)

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

RHYMES & ORALS Little ones revised the rhymes ‘Pat A Cake’ & ‘I am a
Teapot’ with actions and through visual learning.

PRE WRITING
SKILLS

Shining stars did standing and slanting lines in their
Handwriting book. They were introduced to curve - “(
and )” patterns through green board writing and in their
Handwriting book.

HINDI Little stars did standing, sleeping and slanting lines in
Hindi textbooks.

ENGLISH
LITERACY

Little stars did standing and slanting lines in the
Literacy skills book.

NUMERACY Young ones orally revised numbers 1 to 20. They were
introduced with number 1 through pictorial presentation
and along with rhyme - "One little flower" in Numeracy
skills book. They were also introduced with the concept-
big and small through objects.

GK Little masters were introduced with the topic My Body



Parts.

THEME LKG A - Little artist did fingerprinting activity of yellow
colour in Pineapple.
UKG B - Little artist made a bouquet of pink coloured
flowers through onion printing.
UKG C - Little artist did green colour leaf printing
activity on tree.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

RHYMES & ORALS Little stars enthusiastically revised the rhymes:
‘Boogie-woogie!’ & ‘Snap your fingers’.

NATURE WALK As a part of the Nature walk activity, Munchkins went
on an outdoor school visit and played a short game in
the garden.

LITERACY Shining stars practiced reading vowel 'a' sound cvc
words from the textbook along with the phonic rhyme
revision. They were also introduced to cursive
patterns and practiced the same in their textbooks.

HINDI Tots practiced writing swar 'अ' and 'आ' in their
textbooks and notebooks.

NUMERACY Kids were introduced to pre math concepts of sorting,



one on one and left & right through textual exercises.

OBSERVE &
DISCUSS

The keen observers observed and discussed the school
tour.

HEAD OVER HEELS Kids had fun doing freeze dance with their teachers and
friends.

ART & CRAFT Little artists had fun adding colours in the image of a
peacock in their textbooks.

THEME UKG A - Shining stars revised to Black and White
colour theme through picture shading worksheets.
UKG B - Shining stars were introduced to the Brown
colour theme through dried grass sticking activity
worksheets.
UKG C - Shining stars were introduced to the Orange
colour theme through thumb printing activity
worksheets.



Primary Section

Academic session 2022-’23 has
started in offline mode and students
were taught the subjects English,
Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social
Science and 3rd Language
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes of
Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance,
Yoga, Art and Craft were also
conducted for the students.

Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English
Students did the textual exercise of the chapter ‘Let's
Begin’ and English Grammar Lesson ‘Naming Words’ was
introduced.

Science Students revised the lesson ‘Things around us’ in the
class. Difficult words were explained and written in the
notebook.

Science Lab Students enjoyed a Science experiment to show "Plants
breathe - bubbles formation when leaves immersed in
water'' was conducted.

Hindi छा�� ने �वर- अ,आ ,इ ,ई को समझा, एवमं उसका पा�य-प�ुतक म� लेखन
�कया |

Computer Students were explained the subtopics of machines, old and
new, human made things and natural things from the
chapter ‘Computers around us’.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.



Dance
Students are learning to dance to the song “Bom diggy
diggy bom”, and an Earth day song , “Beautiful day”.

Art & Craft
Students drew a face & coloured for activity collage, later
pasted the cutted shirt!

Music
Students learnt shloka , hindi bal geet and sa,re, ga, ma……
alankar.

Life Skills The topics of good manners were described. Students'
ideas and observations were discussed.

Library time Students practiced the story telling of ‘Cinderella & Best
friend’. They also read the story ‘Good dog’.

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English
Students revised the lesson ‘Playing together’ along with
the explanation of difficult words and text book exercises
were done. In English grammar ‘Words and sentences’
topic was explained with the help of jumbled letters cards
that are to be arranged in a meaningful word.

Mathematics
Students were introduced to a new chapter on ‘Numbers
upto 200. Numbers from 101 to 150 were explained by
means of place value and number names from 101-120
were made to be written in notebook.

Hindi �व�याथ�ओ को जी होता �च�ड़याँ बन जाऊ क�वता का �ुतलेखन और मौ�खक
��नो के उतर करवाया | और बाद म� अ�यास काय� करवाया |

Gurukulam

Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Dance
Students are learning to dance to the song ‘Bom diggy
diggy bom', and an Earth day song ‘Beautiful day’.

Music Students learnt shloka , hindi bal geet and sa,re, ga, ma……
alankar.

Life Skills
Importance of Health and Hygiene was discussed with
students. A task was assigned to the students to share the
pointers of the topics with Parents to know their views.



Yoga Yoga postures like Tadasana,Vrikshasana,Ardhachakrasana
were performed by students and teachers.

Library time
Storytelling and reading practice of the stories ‘Jack
and beanstalk, Little red riding hood’ was taken.

Physical Education Students performed some warm up exercises in the class.

Grade 3

English
Students enhance their grammar skills on the topic
‘Sentences’ and ‘Questions’ Extra Practice Work of the
same was done.

Science
Explanation of the chapter, ‘Living Things and
Non-Living Things’ was completed, wherein, students
learned about different features of living and non-living
things. Textual exercise and question answers were done in
a notebook.

Mathematics
Students understood the concepts like successor,
predecessor and the numbers in between two numbers.
Students did counting in 10’s,100’s and 1000’s. They also
learnt the expanded forms, and identified smaller number
and greater number.

Computer
Working of an IPO CYCLE and Parts of a CPU were
explained in the class.

Hindi
�व�याथ�ओ को नया पाठ �ान माग� का �व�डओ �दखाया और उसका पठान
करके उसके बारे म� समजतुी द� | और बाद म� उसके श�दाथ� ,क�ठन श�द
�लखे | बाद म� ��नो के उतर क� चचा� क� और अ�यास काय� �कया |

Gurukulam

Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Music Students learnt shloka, world earth day song and
alankars.

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song ‘ ‘Bom diggy
diggy bom', and an earth day song’ Beautiful day’.

Library time Books like ‘moral stories, akbar birbal, panchtantra’ were
given to the students to improve their reading habits.

Physical Education Students played indoor games like carrom and Chess. They
also practiced high jump skills and running ladder.



Grade 4

English
Students enhance their grammar skills on the topic ‘Noun:
Revision’, ‘Common, Proper and Abstract Noun’. Extra
Practice Work of the same was done.

Mathematics
Students learnt about ascending and descending order,
successor and predecessors of higher number with counting
upto lakhs. Students enhanced their knowledge on the
topic Roman Numerals and were able to read roman
numerals in the clock.

Science
The process of photosynthesis and Interdependence of
plants and animals were explained in the class.
An experiment to show the presence of starch in leaves
was performed in Laboratory .

Social Studies
Students were introduced to the capitals of the union
territories.They were able to identify the states using a
political map and located union territories on map.

Hindi
�व�याथ�ओ को का�य यह है �योहार� का देश के बारे म� समजतुी द� और
श�दाथ�,क�ठन श�द �लखे | और ��नो के उ�र क� चचा� क� और बाद म�
अ�यास काय� �कया | उसके बाद नया पाठ �चड़याँ क� ब�ची को वी�डयो
�दखाकर श�आत �कया और पाठ का पठन �कया और समजाया |

Sanskrit
�व�याथ�ओ ने वंदना के �लोक का गान �कया | और बाद म� श�द प�रचय म�
�लगं के बारे म� समजा |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ ‘ચાદંામામા’ ગીત �ુ ંગાન ક�ુ� અને તેની સમજ મેળવી.

Computer Explanation was given about early computing devices i.e
Abacus and Napier’s bones in the class.

Gurukulam

Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with
“Self”.

Dance
Students are learning to dance to the song ‘Shapes of you’,
Fusion, classical and western dance for the upcoming
international dance day.

Library time Books like ‘Moral stories, Akbar birbal, Panchtantra’ were
given to the students to improve their reading habits.

Music Students learnt shloka, world earth day song and
alankars.



Personality
Development

The students were guided about the ways in which they
can introduce themselves. They learned about the posture
and voice modulation to keep a check on while speaking.
The students one by one introduced themselves in front of
their classmates.

Grade 5

English
Students enhance their grammar skills on the topic ‘Noun
and its types’. Extra Practice work of the same was done
in the class.

Mathematics
Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Addition and
Subtraction’ where they came to know about the addition
and subtraction of 7- and 8-digit numbers. Also solved the
word problems related to this.

Science
Students learnt about various propagation techniques like
cutting, layering and grafting and their use in daily life. The
production of new plants from the plant's parts such as
leaves,root and stem were also discussed.

Social Studies
Students were explained components of maps, and types
of maps. Activity on making your own globe was conducted
in class. Textual exercises were discussed and question
answers were written in the notebook.

Hindi �व�याथ�ओ को बढे चलो,बढे चलो, का�य का अ�यास काय� करवाया | और
नया पाठ बालक चं�गु�त का �व�या देखकर समजा और बाद म� उसके
श�दाथ�, क�ठन श�द और ��नो के उतर के बारे म� चचा� क� |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “મી�ં અને ચી�”ુ પાઠની સમજ મેળવી ,વાચંન ક�ુ� અને

��ોની ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit �व�याथ�ओ का सं�कृत �लगं का म�ूयांकन �कया |और नया पाठ ��यापद
-प�रचय ल� लकार: (वत�मान काल) श�ु �कया|और उसके बारे म� समजाया

Computer
Students enhance their knowledge about various processes
that take place when a computer is Booted up,data
exchange between devices, Secondary storage devices,
bluetooth , Wi-Fi and NFC.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Dance
Students are learning to dance to the song ‘Shapes of you’,
Fusion, classical and western dance for the upcoming
international dance day.



Library time
Books like ‘Moral stories, Champak and Gaptopedia’ were
given to the students to improve their reading habits.

Music
Students learnt shloka, world earth day song and
alankars.

Personality
Development

The students were guided about the ways in which they
can introduce themselves. They learned about the posture
and voice modulation to keep a check on while speaking.
The students one by one introduced themselves in front of
their classmates.

Grade 6

English
Students enhance their grammar skills on the topic
‘Noun’.

Mathematics
Continuing the chapter ‘Number System’, students came
to know about the Roman Numerals with symbols. Also
they solved the textual exercise related to this.

Science
The chapter ‘Food and its Sources’ was completed with
the  discussion of textual questions and answers.

Social Science
The chapter, ‘Earth in the Solar System’ was completed
in the class. Students understood about the celestial
bodies and got the chance to experience live movement of
the celestial bodies through the website- Nasa Science
Solar System exploration.

Hindi
�व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 2 'सर�वती पाठशाला' सं�मरण (डाॅ. राम�वलास शमा�)
को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “માર� શાળા” કા�યની સમજ મેળવી , ગાન ક�ુ� તથા ��ો

ની ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit �व�याथ�ओ ने श�द प�रचय 1 का अ�यास काय� �कया | और नया पाठ श�द
प�रचय 2 का और उसमे आये ��ी�लगं और वचन के बारे म� समजाया |
और बाद म� भाषांतर �कया |

Computer
Students came to know about steps in using Mail Merge
for a document and also created an invitation letter for a
birthday party consisting information of friend’s names,
address.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time



with “Self”.

Dance Students learning to dance to the song ‘Shapes of you’,
Fusion, classical and western dance for the upcoming
international dance day.

Art & craft Students did the hand printing on four edges of the chart
paper, and wrote World art day in the center.

Music Students learnt shloka and alankars, and also learnt
some basic information about music.

Library time Books like ‘Moral stories, Champak and Gaptopedia’ were
given to the students to improve their reading habits.

Personality
Development

The students were guided about the ways in which they
can introduce themselves. They learned about the posture
and voice modulation to keep a check on while speaking.
The students one by one introduced themselves in front of
their classmates.

Grade 7

English
Topics in Grammar, Types of Nouns were explained,
notes were given and exercises were done in the book.
Adjectives and types of Adjectives were discussed and
explained, notes were given. Exercises of Adjectives were
done. Pronouns and types have been explained.

Mathematics
Continuing the chapter ‘Integers’, wherein they learnt
the properties of the division of integers. Also, they did
the textual exercise related to this.

Science

From the chapter ‘Nutrition in plants’ introduction of
heterotrophic plants and their types nutrition were
discussed with examples. Revival of soil nutrients was also
discussed with students .

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 2 '�नण�य का अ�भवादन' कहानी को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Computer
Students enhance their knowledge about different file
formats,computer Memory and evolution of storage
devices. They came to know about cloud storage and
flash memory.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “��ૃિત�ું સ�દય�” કા�યની સમજ મેવો તે�ું ગાન ક�ુ� અને

��ોની ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit �व�याथ�ओ को सभुा�षता�न का अ�यास काय� �कया | और नया पाठ
दबुु���ध: �वन�य�त का पठन �कया और श�द सह भाषांतर �कया |



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Dance
Introduction between the students and teacher was done
and they started learning the dance to the new song
“Shapes for you”

Music Students learnt shloka and alankars, and also learnt
some basic information about music.

Library time Students were given a task of book reviewing, and they
noted down the title for the same from the library.

Personality
Development

The students were guided about the ways in which they
can introduce themselves. They learned about the posture
and voice modulation to keep a check on while speaking.
The students one by one introduced themselves in front of
their classmates.

Grade 8

English
Question and Answers of the chapter Tanni Grey
Thompson was completed. Poem: Nine Gold Medals was
explained and Questions and Answers are going on. In
grammar, Pronouns and Types are going on.

Mathematics
Continuing with the chapter ‘Rational Numbers’ &
explained distributive property, identity for sum and
reciprocal.   Students solved the sums of textual exercises.

Science - Biology
Students came to know about harvesting, different types
of traditional and modern methods of irrigation, weeding
and pest control, harvesting, threshing, winnowing,
hulling, milling and storage of crops from the chapter
‘Crop Production and Management’

Science - Chemistry The difference between the properties of metals and non-
metals were explained from the chapter ‘ Metals and non
metals’

Social Science - Civics
Students came to know about ‘The Indian Constitution’.
Wherein they came to know about the rights of citizens,
save for ourselves, minority & right of equality.



SocialScience-
Geography

The chapter, “Resources” was completed along with
discussion of questions and answers. A new chapter in
history was introduced in the class.

Hindi
�व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 2 'खशुी क� तलाश' लोक कथा को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati
િવ�ાથ�ઓએ ન”મા�ંુ �ુ ં તે આપ” કા�યના ��ોની ચચા� કર� અને પાઠ�

-��ુતકમા ંલેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit �व�याथ�ओ ने सभुा�षता�न का अ�यास काय� �कया और समजा |

Computer
Students enhance their knowledge about Smart Homes,
Smart Cars,Smart Grids,Industrial IoT and wearable
gadgets . Difference between Augmented Reality and
Virtual Reality was also explained in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Dance Students are learning to dance to the song ‘Shapes of
you’, Fusion, classical and western dance for the upcoming
international dance day.

Personality
Development

The students were guided about the ways in which they
can introduce themselves. They learned about the posture
and voice modulation to keep a check on while speaking.
The students one by one introduced themselves in front of
their classmates.

Secondary Section

Grade 9

English Present, Past and Future Tenses and types were
completed and a worksheet was given to solve.

Mathematics
Completing the chapter ‘Number System’ solving all
textual exercises. Students have completed the notebook
and Lab Manual.

Science - Physics Difference between distance and displacement with
examples, uniform and non-uniform motion, speed,
average speed, velocity, average velocity were explained
from the chapter, ‘Motion’. The numericals related to



the topics were solved by the students.

Science - Chemistry
Continuing the chapter ‘Matter in our surroundings’’
Density of matter and difference between solid,liquid &
gas  were discussed ,

Science - Biology The properties of plasma membrane, Osmosis , Diffusion
and Plasmolysis were explained from the chapter ‘ The
fundamental units of life’

Science Lab work Students observed the different parts of a microscope and
later the ‘Sclerenchyma’ cells.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �पश� पा�य प�ुतक के पाठ- 2 'एवरे�ट: मेर� �शखर या�ा'
(पव�तारोहण या�ा- बच��� पाल) को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Social
Science-Economics

Students were able to know about farming activity of
Palampur, land sustainability, farmers income.

Social
Science-Geography

The Chapter, ‘India- Size and Location’ was completed
along with discussion of questions and answers. Students
appeared for a class test.

Computer

Students were introduced to a new chapter-’Various
Methods of Communication’ wherein they came to
know about verbal,non-verbal and visual communication
in detail.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein
students learned prayers, breathing exercises,
concentration technique, healing technique, and cosmic
chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes
and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.

Library time Students read books of various categories like
motivational, suspense, magical, science fiction and
novels during the library hour.

Grade 10 - 2021- ‘22 Batch

Students appearing for pre board examination III

Grade 10 - 2022- ‘23 Batch

English
Chapter 2: Nelson Mandela : Long Walk for Freedom
was read, explained and question answers were done.
Poem: A Tiger in the Zoo was read and explained and
question and answers were completed.



Mathematics

Started a new chapter ‘Triangle’ and explained terms
similarity of figures with examples. Students appeared for
the class test of the chapter ‘Polynomials’ and completed
the lab manual for the same.
From the Chapter, ‘ Introduction to Trigonometry’, the
textual exercise related to the six trigonometric ratios were
solved in the class.

Science - Physics

Continuing with the chapter, ‘Light : Reflection and
Refraction’, refraction of light through a rectangular glass
slab, lateral displacement, laws of refraction, the two types
of spherical lenses and the terms related to lenses and the
rules for drawing ray diagram for spherical lenses were
discussed.

Science - Chemistry From the chapter ‘Chemical reactions and equations ‘
different types of chemical reactions with examples were
discussed .

Science -  Biology Different types of respiratory system in organisms and
mechanism of respiration in human beings were discussed
from the chapter ‘ Life processes’

Science lab work An experiment related to Refraction of light through a
Rectangular Glass Slab and measurement of emergent
angle and lateral displacement was demonstrated in the
class.

Social Science-
Political Science

New chapter was introduced 'Power sharing'. Wherein
they came to know about the Belgium and Sri Lanka
Democracy

Social
Science-History

In the chapter, “Nationalism in Europe” students
understood the significance of paintings made by Frederic
Sorrieu. They came to know about the administrative
changes brought by Napoleon Bonaparte. The topic- Making
of Nationalism in Europe was started in the class.

Hindi
�व�या�थ�य� ने �पश� पा�य प�ुतक के पाठ- 1 'बडे

़
भाई साहब ' को पढ़ा एवं

समझा।

Computer

Students came to know about mediums of verbal
communication i.e Oral and Written communication. They
also lerant Intrapersonal and interpersonal communication.
Different types of interpersonal communication-Dyadic,small
group and public communication were also explained in the
class.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.



Library time
Students read books of various categories like motivational,
suspense, magical, science fiction and novels during the
library hour.

GRADE 1 to 10

Mass Drill Students of grade  1  and 2 performed standing 1 to 3
exercise and sitting 1 to 5 exercise.

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS

WORLD ART DAY:
Each year, on 15 April, World Art Day celebrations help reinforce the links between
artistic creations and society, encourage greater awareness of the diversity of artistic
expressions and highlight the contribution of artists to sustainable development.
Amicus International School, Vadodara celebrated the World Art Day by conducting a
special assembly to emphasize the importance of the day and later in the classroom
students did some special art works.

FIELD TRIP TO EME TEMPLE:

As a part of the ‘ World Heritage Day’ celebration the school has organized a trip
to EME temple , Vadodara. Students of grade 3A made a visit to the temple on
16/04/2022 and observed the significance of the historical and cultural background
of the place.


